ith modern communication systems, the allocated frequency spectrum has become more crowded and the demand for high-performance microwave filters complying with stringent specifications has considerably increased. Telecommunication systems require high selectivity to prevent interference, together with flat in-band group-delay and amplitude to minimize signal degradation. The design of microwave filters is usually a tradeoff between various electrical performances (selectivity, insertion loss, group delay) along with minimization of mass and volume, development time, and manufacturing cost [1] . For particular applications, additional constraints such as power handling, thermal stability, or mechanical stability must also be analyzed carefully [2] .
Compatibility of Coupling Topologies with Specific Classes of Filtering Functions
As addressed in [5] and [6] , the lowpass prototype circuit (Figure 1 ) is widely used as a coarse model for the synthesis of coupled resonator filters. The coupling topology-or, in other words, the way resonators are coupled to each other-is imposed by realizability issues that depend on the technology that is intended for the filter implementation. For example, in dual-mode waveguide technology [7] , the presence of diagonal cross couplings yields severe complications in the manufacturing process, and efforts have been made to derive topologies that are "diagonal crosscoupling free" [8] . For planar technologies, elementary space constraints also yield some restrictions on the coupling topology, and every designer inevitably faces the following question: what kind of frequency responses can I possibly adjust given the constraints I have on my coupling topology? In the following, we give some guidelines to answer this question.
The nondissipative passive nature of the circuit ( Figure 1 ) and its reciprocity (S 12 = S 21 ) implies mechanically the general polynomial form of its associated scattering matrix
where n is the number of resonators and F, P, and E are polynomials with complex coefficients of the complex variable s = σ + jω where ω is the normalized frequency. The polynomial P is of degree m < n − 1 and satisfies the condition P = (−1) n+1 P * (which implies that the set of transmission zeros is symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis, i.e., paraconjugated). F is of degree n and monic, and the denominator E is the unique Hurwitz polynomial satisfying the following spectral equation
These properties indicate that the scattering parameters are entirely governed by the two numerator polynomials F and P, in terms of which the squared modulus of the transmission S-parameter is expressed simply as
where D = F/P is known as the filtering or characteristic function. This formula is the starting point of efficient frequency synthesis techniques and formulas that exist, for example, for F (given P ) in order to obtain very selective quasi-elliptic filtering characteristics [9] , [10] . Techniques based on the predistortion of the filter response to compensate for the losses in the final device also make heavy use of the general polynomial structure (1); in particular, the reflexion zeros (zeros of F ) are shifted into the right complex plan by this method [11] . More recently, methods were developed to determine F and P in an optimal manner with respect to some general multiband specifications [12] . In all these techniques, advantage is taken from the fact that F and P can be chosen freely up to limitations on their degrees and the paraconjugated nature of P. It is, therefore, natural to ask if these limitations are sufficient to ensure the realizability of a general polynomial scattering matrix of the form (1) by a low-pass prototype circuit ( Figure 1 ) with a specific coupling topology.
When no constraint is given on the topology of the coupling matrix, the answer to this question is yes. A constructive demonstration of this is given in [9] , where the author starts from a polynomial model and derives a full coupling matrix that realizes the model (see also [13] for mathematical details). Reduction steps, involving the use of analytically computed similarity transforms (see [14] ), allow reducing the full coupling matrix to matrices with well-known canonical topologies like the arrow form ( Figure 2 ) and the folded form ( Figure 3 ). To tackle more general coupling topologies, we first list necessary conditions relevant to the compatibility question between filtering characteristics and topologies.
Shortest Path Rule
For a given topology, let l be the length of the shortest path in the coupling graph from the input to the output resonator. Then n − l − 1 is the maximum number of transmission zeros this topology can accommodate. This rule is an algebraic consequence of the structure of the lowpass prototype, and a proof of it can be found in [15] .
Degrees of Freedom of a Class of Filtering Characteristics
For specific classes of filtering characteristics, we can evaluate the number of free parameters that define the polynomials F and P. This number is called the dimension of the class. If m is the number of allowed transmission zeros, we have:
• General Asymmetric Functions: n complex transmission zeros can be chosen independently, while m + 1 real parameters define the polynomial P (its coefficients are alternatively real and pure imaginary). This yields a total of 2n + m + 1 free real parameters. • Symmetric Functions: For this kind of response, F has real coefficients and P is restricted to be even (and, therefore, m as well). This yields a total of n + m /2 + 1 free real parameters. This little counting exercise leads to the following useful rule: in order to accommodate a class of responses [such as (n, m) asymmetric] characterized by a given number of free parameters, a coupling topology must possess at least the same number of free electrical parameters. If these two numbers are equal, then the realization problem has a finite number of solutions (but possibly none).
Canonical Coupling Topologies: Example of the Arrow Form
The general arrow form ( Figure 2 ) entails the following free electrical parameters: n self couplings M i,i , n − 1 couplings between adjacent resonators (M i,i+1 ), n − 2 additional couplings between the last resonator and all others, and two source/load couplings which yield a total of 3n − 1 free electrical parameters. Using the minimum path rule, the maximum number of transmission zeros is computed to be (n − 1) − 2 + 1 = n − 2. On the other hand, the number of free parameters for the (n, n − 2) asymmetric class is, according to our preceding remark, 2n + n − 2 + 1 = 3n − 1, which is consistent with the fact that the arrow form is a canonical form as mentioned earlier. Moreover, we may try here to give a precise definition of the intuitive notion of canonical form; if C is a class of responses of dimension k, then a form is called canonical if it entails exactly k nonzero independent electrical parameters and if the associated realization problem is guaranteed to have a single solution (up to the usual sign changes) for each element of C.
Canonical forms adapted to responses with less transmission zeros can be obtained by enlarging the shortest path, i.e., by canceling progressively the M k,n couplings. The limiting form obtained by this procedure is the classical all-pole topology, where resonators are coupled in a line. The latter is compatible with purely Chebyshev characteristics [(n, 0) type].
For symmetric characteristics, the use of topologies where all couplings M i, j are zero if i + j is even are commonly used; as a matter of fact, the responses of such circuits are structurally symmetric [14] , [16] so that no additional relations between couplings are necessary to ensure the symmetry of the response (i.e., the electrical parameters are free). This yields a general arrow form adapted to symmetric responses where all M i,i are set to 0 as well as every second coupling of the form M k,n . We leave to the reader's curiosity the care of verifying that the total number of free parameters in this form is equal to n + (n − 2)/2 + 1 (for even n), which is also the dimension of the class of (n, n − 2) symmetric characteristics.
General Coupling Topologies
For general topologies, one may ask if our necessary conditions of compatibility between a topology and a class of functions are also sufficient. Do they guarantee the existence of a solution to the coupling matrix synthesis problem? The answer to this question is, roughly, yes for the two classes we defined previously, but additional material is needed (mathematical definition of nonredundancy) for a proper formulation. Interested readers will find the complete statement of this compatibility condition in [16] . For practical matters, it is of course crucial to derive a general method that performs the realization step for filtering functions and topologies 
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where the compatibility rules are fulfilled. The lack of an explicit reduction process for general topologies led the filtering community to derive various approaches based on optimization to solve the underlying nonlinear multivariate problem [10] , [17] . Even if algorithms perform relatively well in practice, no guarantee exists about the derivation of a solution, or all solutions, to the coupling matrix synthesis problem. A notable exception to this is made by [18] , where a certified process is derived for special topologies made of cascaded triplets or quadruplets. Recently, a procedure [16] based on the use of Groebner basis and homotopy techniques tackled the problem of solving exhaustively the related nonlinear system of equations and finally led to a complete solution of the synthesis problem for all relevant topologies (at least for the time being). This technique has been made accessible to the filtering community through the software Dedale-HF [19] , which is available on the Web and free for any academic usage. A typical application of this is made with the recently introduced extended box topologies [8] , which are especially convenient for dual-mode cavities filters with asymmetric characteristics. Consider for example the eight-degree extended box topology in Figure 4 . The shortest path rule indicates that, at most, three transmission zeros are supported by this topology. Counting the parameters yields eight self-couplings, ten couplings, and two source/load couplings for a total of 20 free electrical parameters. On the other hand, the dimension of the class of (8, 3) asymmetric characteristics is, according to our formula, 2 × 8 + 3 + 1 = 20. The topology and the filtering characteristics class (8, 3) are therefore compatible (see [16] for a rigorous proof of this). Using Dedale-HF, a strongly asymmetric (8, 3) characteristic is computed (see Figure 5) , and all 16 possible coupling matrices with the prescribed topology are derived. It is now up to the designer to decide which coupling matrix is most convenient for the application. For more details about this example, see Dedale-HF's tutorial [19] and [20] for applications to equivalent network simplification methods.
Another interesting class of characteristics is autoreciprocal ones, which are characterized by the additional condition S11 = S22. Topologies that admit a symmetry plan across the center of the circuit-i.e., that have a coupling matrix which is symmetric across both of its diagonals-are especially suited for this kind of response as their scattering matrix is structurally autoreciprocal. Such topologies are called symmetric, and our previous counting exercise can be repeated to derive necessary realizability conditions. For singleband characteristics, the latter condition happens to be sufficient, but, unfortunately, there exists autoreciprocal dual-band characteristics that admit no symmetric circuit realization. This technical point is beyond the scope of this article, but details on this will be given in forthcoming publications.
Computer-Aided Design and Tuning
From the synthesized lowpass prototype circuit, normalized couplings can be used for a preliminary dimensioning of the distributed filter. This first-order dimensioning is generally not sufficient for a precise tuning, especially for narrow-band filters, even in the presence of the tuning element within the hardware. A more accurate dimensioning step, generally involving an electromagnetic (EM) model together with an elaborated process for tuning its dimensions, is then necessary. Moreover, computer-aided tuning is also necessary in some cases to guide the designer while adjust- ing the tuning elements (typically tuning screws) of a manufactured prototype.
Extracting coupling parameters from measured or simulated scattering data is an effective approach for tuning, step by step, an EM model or a hardware including tuning elements. Indeed, the comparison between identified parameters and synthesized ones provides an accurate diagnosis of tuning deviation as well as a direction for a better adjustment.
Pioneering works on computer-aided tuning of microwave filters [21] were based on optimizing the coupling parameters of an equivalent lumped-element model by fitting the measured scattering parameters. However, the efficiency of such a straight approach depends on a favorable initial guess of the coupling parameters, and substantial effort has been spent up to now to propose more robust methods.
Currently, most parameter extraction techniques [22] - [25] consist in, first, deriving a rational approximation of the simulated or measured scattering parameters and, second, synthesizing the resulting lowpass coupled resonator network. A cornerstone of these techniques is clearly the determination of a stable rational model of scattering parameters that coincides with the number of poles and zeros of the polynomial characteristic function [26] . The fundamental problem is to map the simulated or measured scattering parameters, which integrate delays due inherently to in/out coupling systems, with the polynomial formulation that is required for synthesizing the coupled resonator network. A strategy consists of estimating and then removing these delays by adjusting input/output reference planes [26] , [27] to reduce the problem to a pure rational approximation problem. Figure 6 compares measured scattering parameters with their rational approximation.
Once a good rational approximation of the scattering parameters is found, the problem becomes once again how to synthesize the lowpass coupled resonator network. In the case of a coupled resonator network leading to a unique coupling matrix-for instance, a canonical network-the synthesis always delivers a single coupling matrix that can be exploited for tuning iteratively the CAD model or the hardware. However, when several coupling matrices result from the synthesis, identifying the proper one is not always obvious, especially when the filter is substantially detuned.
A preliminary selection can then be completed by eliminating coupling matrices whose coupling signs are not consistent with the realized filter. Undeniably, coupling signs are controlled by the arrangement of coupling elements between resonators, and all coupling matrices that cannot correspond to this arrangement can be removed. A further step consists of tracking the evolution of remaining coupling matrices between close tuning steps. In this case, a tuning element is slightly modified to perturb the filter response and, consequently, the coupling matrices. Since the selected tuning element is related to a particular coupling parameter, the proper solution can be recognized by seeking coherency between the tuning element modification and the evolution of coupling parameters within each coupling matrix. This step is done naturally while tuning the filter, but the number of tuning elements that are adjusted at the same time must be limited in this case to follow the proper coupling matrix without ambiguity. 
Design Example
Here we use as an example the design of a seven-pole, three-zero dual-band bandpass filter. The two passbands are 50-MHz wide and centered at 8.253 and 8.265 GHz, respectively. The generation of characteristic polynomials from electrical specifications is detailed in [12] . The resultant scattering parameters, normalized in the lowpass frequency domain, are shown in Figure 7 .
The topology of the coupled resonator network chosen for realizing the previous characteristic is a generalized extended-box topology presented in Figure 8 . As can be verified using the guidelines of the preceding section, this network is compatible with the class of (7, 3) asymmetrical characteristics. Using Dedale-HF, three possible realizations (4)- (6), shown at the bottom of the page, of the ideal response are computed. The solution in (4) is selected since it has the most homogeneous coupling values.
The filter could be constructed with dual-mode resonators (cavities), but this requires a complex coupling system, such as offsetting coupling and resonator elements [28] , for controlling both couplings M 57 and M 67 . The filter is, therefore, chosen to be implemented using mono-mode rectangular cavities as shown in Figure 9 . The structure consists of two stacked blocks, each block gathering several cavities and separated by a metallic plate with several coupling apertures. All cavities are excited on their TE 111 mode, except the sixth cavity, which is excited on its TE 112 mode for facilitating the coupling with both cavities 5 and 7. Rectangular windows couple the cavities within each block, whereas rectangular or circular apertures are used in the metallic plate for realizing either a magnetic or electric coupling.
The computer-aided design is performed using an EM model of the filter. A preliminary dimensioning stage, using simplified structures, is applied for initializing, respectively, the width of each cavity, the width of each coupling window, and the width or the radius of each coupling aperture with respect to the ideal coupling parameters specified in (4). The dimensions of the EM model are then adjusted more precisely, identifying, at each step, the proper coupling Several types and implementation technologies of distributed microwave filters are available, and the choice is driven by the application.
parameters from the exhaustive set of solutions as explained in the previous section. One can note that during tuning iterations, the number of extracted coupling matrices fluctuates since the number of real solutions depends on the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials. The hardware prototype is also tuned using coupling parameter extraction for adjusting tuning screws in each cavity and coupling window. The scattering parameters obtained from the EM model and from the hardware prototype are compared in Figure 10 .
Conclusions
This article presented general techniques for the synthesis and design of coupled resonator filters. The synthesis of the prototype circuit focuses on the compatibility between the coupling topology and the filtering function to be realized, providing some guidelines to select a proper coupling topology and to solve the coupling matrix synthesis problem. The dimensioning of the distributed filter is centered on parameter extraction techniques. 
